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Torah Talk for Miketz 5780   Genesis 41:1-44:17 
 
Gen. 42:18 
    On the third day Joseph said to them, “Do this and you shall live, for I am a God-fearing 
man. 19 If you are honest men, let one of you brothers be held in your place of detention, while 
the rest of you go and take home rations for your starving households; 20 but you must bring me 
your youngest brother, that your words may be verified and that you may not die.” And they did 
accordingly. 21 They said to one another, “Alas, we are being punished on account of our 
brother, because we looked on at his anguish, yet paid no heed as he pleaded with us. That is 
why this distress has come upon us.” 22 Then Reuben spoke up and said to them, “Did I not tell 
you, ‘Do no wrong to the boy’? But you paid no heed. Now comes the reckoning for his blood.” 
23 They did not know that Joseph understood, for there was an interpreter between him and 
them. 24 He turned away from them and wept. But he came back to them and spoke to them; and 
he took Simeon from among them and had him bound before their eyes. 25 Then Joseph gave 
orders to fill their bags with grain, return each one’s money to his sack, and give them 
provisions for the journey; and this was done for them. 26 So they loaded their asses with the 
rations and departed from there. 
Gen. 42:27 
    As one of them was opening his sack to give feed to his ass at the night encampment, he 
saw his money right there at the mouth of his bag. 28 And he said to his brothers, “My money 
has been returned! It is here in my bag!” Their hearts sank; and, trembling, they turned to one 
another, saying, “What is this that God has done to us?” 
 
yIl;Vk (320 times): utensil in the broadest sense of the word:  
—1. vessel, receptacle; —2. piece of equipment; —3. implement, instrument; —4. other 
things: a) ornament; b) garments; c) weapons; —5. vessel, meaning ship, boat. 
 
qAc [46 times in 48 verses]: a primary noun; MHeb. qAs; SamP. s¥aåq, Sam. qs; JArm. a; ∂qAs; EgArm. 
qC, pl. NqqC  = *NIqßqAc; Akk. s/s¥aqqu(m) sack, sackcloth; Syr. saqqaœ, also CPArm.; Mnd. saqa piece of 
sackcloth; Eth. s¥aq; Eg. loanword ség a woollen cover; Coptic sok sack; Greek sa¿kkoß; Latin 
saccus; Italian sacco:: qAc is a large woven cloth, usually woven from goat-hair, and therefore 
usually black in the East; it is used for various purposes and is shaped accordingly. 
 —1. as a holder for many types of objects, esp. for foodstuff Gn 4225.27.35 Lv 1132 Jos 
94: sack. 
 —2. as a piece of clothing worn by people in times of sorrow and mourning. 
 —3. blanket: —a. as a cover at night, for Rizpah as she protected the corpses of the 
slain 2S 2110 worn by Ahab in his dejection 1K 2127c see also Is 585 Jl 113 Est 43; —b. 
metaphorically Is 503. 
 
* tAj;AtVmAa: Sam.M137 }emtaœt: jtm, Akk. mataœhÓu to stretch, carry: cs. id., Ow;tVj;AtVmAa, pl. cs. tOj;VtVmAa, 
MRkyEtOj;VtVmAa: sack (Greenfield: to load, to pack) Gn 4227f 4312–23 441–12 (15 x [in 12 verses]). † 
 
 
Nahum Sarna, Genesis, JPS Torah Commentary (to v. 27) 
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bag      Hebrew }amtah Ωat is employed fifteen times in this story but never elsewhere in the Bible. 
On the basis of Assyrian mātah Ωu, “to bear, carry, lift up,” it must mean “a pack,” and it was so 
understood by the Targums. It is thus to be distinguished from “a sack.” It should be noted that 
befi, “at the mouth of,” is used only with }amtah Ωat, never with “sack,” and that the latter term 
appears only in the narrative framework, never in reported speech, which is concerned with the 
actual discovery of the money. 16 It must be assumed, then, that the “pack” (}amtah Ωat) was 
inside a sack. 
 
E. A Speiser, Genesis, Anchor Bible (to v. 27) 
 his bag. MT has “his sack”; but LXX gives here the same term that is used to translate 
}amtah Ωat “bag” at the end of this verse and in 43:12, 18, 21 ff. The text apparently carried over 
the other term from vs. 25. 
Comment. The intimate structural connection between the present episode and Joseph’s 
whole Egyptian career to date automatically presupposes a corresponding unity of authorship. It 
is natural, therefore, that all the incidental evidence should point once again to E. Indeed, the 
whole is so closely knit that any discordant note, any intrusive passage, is bound to stand out 
prominently. Such is the case with vss. 27–28. In that passage, the discovery of the money that 
Joseph caused to be replaced in his brothers’ bags is made at a lodging place on their way home 
to Canaan (cf. also 43:21). But a few verses farther down, in what is clearly an integral part of 
the present narrative, we find that the same disturbing discovery takes place while the brothers 
are unpacking upon their return home (vs. 35). Nor was there any need in the first place to 
open the bags on the way in order to feed the animals, since provisions for the purpose had 
been separately supplied (vs. 25). The brief conflicting statement is thus clearly marked as an 
excerpt from J, whose parallel account is given in 43:1 ff. Significantly enough, the intrusive 
fragment uses }amtah Ωat “bag” (as opposed to E’s séaq), the same term that J employs thirteen 
times in his own version. 
 On the other hand, there is no such manifold evidence to back up the claim of some 
critics that several other passages should be similarly ascribed to J, or at least denied to E; for 
details, cf. the NOTES on vss. 5, 8, 28c, and 38. It will be found that in each instance the point 
at issue can be logically accounted for and independently confirmed. 
 
Genesis 42:27 
RASHI: His bag. Another word for “sack.” 
 
NAHMANIDES: His bag. See Rashi’s comment. But Onkelos translates it as “his load.” 
Apparently he thinks that each of them had one big sack plus a number of smaller ones to 
balance the load.… It seems more likely to me that this “bag” is a saddlebag … The Hebrew 
word used here, amtah Ω, is related to matah Ω (“stretch”), because a saddlebag stretches over both 
sides of the animal. 
 
ABARBANEL: His bag. The bags and the sacks are the same; this Hebrew word is used 
specifically for bags of grain. But some explain that the “sacks” are the large bags of grain, and 
the “bags” are smaller bags used to hold their money and gear, put inside the large sacks for 
security. 
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